A reflection on being
thankful
Giving thanks for our vaccines

A woman very happy to collect her hygiene kit at an aid distribution funded by Christian Aid’s Covid appeal in Adagi community, Benue
State, Nigeria.

An act of praise
"Our giving in thanks is an act of
praise and also a giving in protest
- willing that the world would be
more equal, just and fair. Giving to
enable Christian Aid partners to do
all they can to protect the most
vulnerable from coronavirus and
the devastating economic fallout
that it has resulted in, while they
await the vaccine."

Thankful for our vaccines
There are many passages of the bible
that we could turn to give a biblical
basis for being thankful but where to
turn when wanting to be thankful for a
vaccine in particular?

Psalms of thanksgiving
and protest
Vaccines weren’t a phenomenon in
biblical times so we’re not likely to find
a Psalm of praise for a vaccine. But
what if we were to write that Psalm,
when the pain of the vaccination
needle wears off from our aching
arms? What could we write, say, pray
or sing as a psalm of praise for
receiving the vaccine, or as we await
our vaccination but want to give
thanks for the safety and protection
that our loved ones now or soon will
have? Perhaps we could take
inspiration from Psalm 100 or Psalm
111 to name but two of many Psalms
of praise and thanksgiving.

And amidst those Psalms of praise we
are mindful that there are many
Psalms of lament (Psalm 6, 38, 130 to
name a very few). Lament has been a
much needed and valued practice
during this Coronavirus pandemic. The
loss of loved ones, the ever increasing
death toll and the lament of
communities being disproportionately
effected. For Christian Aid our loud
and long lament is for and with those
who are at risk of being left behind, of
not being reached with the vaccine, for
the injustice of vaccines being
monopolised by the West.
Our giving in thanks is an act of praise
and also a giving in protest - willing
that the world would be more equal,
just and fair. Giving to enable Christian
Aid partners to do all they can to
protect the most vulnerable from
coronavirus and the devastating
economic fallout that it has resulted in,
while they await the vaccine.

Eucharist
The Hebrew word berakah is the
‘blessing’ that Jesus gives in the
Passover meal. It becomes in Greek Eucharist – the core celebration of the
Christian community. Eucharist is the
response of blessing/thanksgiving that
is proper in the light of God’s gifts to
us.
In the Passover the ordinary things
(bread, wine etc) which are the things
that sustain life and represent God’s
abundance. Similarly, medical science
reflects God’s gift to us etc. and
therefore blessing/thanksgiving is the
appropriate response – or mirror
response to God’s blessing of us. As it
says in the eucharist prayer, ‘t is right
to give God thanks and praise.’

The thankful Samaritan – a
reflection
Luke 17: 11-19
We’re familiar with the story that
Jesus told about the kind,
compassionate, generous, healing and
often called ‘Good Samaritan’ of Luke
10. Later in Luke, in chapter 17 we
meet another Samaritan, the thankful
Samaritan. This time it isn’t a parable
told by Jesus but a healing encounter
with Jesus.
This time Jesus was the one on the
journey going to Jerusalem – not away
– and travelling through the tense
territory of Samaria and Galilee. He
enters a village and is approached by
ten lepers. ‘Keeping their distance’ (vs
12) is a phrase that takes on a deeper
resonance than ever before with our
own lived experience of coronavirus
this past year. They plead for mercy
and in response Jesus sends them to
the priests. There is no laying on of
hands, no spitting in mud, no touching
of garment hems, just a simple
command ‘go and show yourselves to
the priests’ (vs 14). As simple as
showing up at a vaccine centre for an
injection. The priests were the ones
who could verify and ‘sign off’ on their
recovery, declaring them as no longer
a risk to the community - giving them a
vaccine passport of sorts.
And they all went - or at least started
to go!

They all trusted that Jesus wasn’t
sending them to the priest for nothing.
Only one of them doesn’t obey. He
sets out with the other nine but as
they went they were healed.
Presumably they all noticed their
healing; feeling returning to limbs,
strength returning to bones, life
returning to flesh. Nine of them rush
on to the priests eager to get that ‘all
clear’ and return to their lives as they
once knew them – understandably!
They have lived in isolation from their
community for so long – why wouldn’t
they rush to receive their healing
return to the embrace of family and
friends. Oh to be able to hug family
again, how well we all know that
feeling! Only one takes time to turn
back and give thanks to Jesus. He
recognises Jesus as the source of his
healing, the great high priest who
could proclaim him as clean. And he
declares his thanks with loudness and
proudness (vs 15-16), taking time to
pause with appreciation before getting
up and going on his way, almost like
taking the time
to make a donation and leave a
comment on a digital wall of thanks.
It is of course the brilliant minds and
hands of science that have created the
coronavirus vaccines inordinately
quickly and for that we have much to
be thankful to God for. Jesus makes
the point that it was the Samaritan, the
foreigner who was the only one to
return to give thanks and praise to
God. This point might have been a
shock and even shame tactic of Luke
and Jesus, as with the Good
Samaritan, emphasising the goodness
of the enemy, the other, the outsider.
In doing so it serves to make clear that
Jesus’s journey to Jerusalem is a
journey towards healing and
reconciliation for all people. It makes
clear that the abundant, merciful,
generous healing of God is and should
be available to all – including that
healing provision given through the
marvel and miracle of medical science.
The healing available from vaccines
should be inclusive of all regardless of
geography. The one turning back in
thankfulness, as with all those taking
the time to contribute to the Christian
Aid’s thanksgiving appeal are those
who recognise they have much to be
grateful for and also realise it should
be available to all.

Prayer of thanksgiving
God of Hope, Sustainer of all life,
We give You thanks for the
coronavirus vaccines,
For the skill and wisdom of
scientists, NHS staff and key
workers
By the power of Your Spirit, may
we overflow with hope
and joy as we see our friends,
family and neighbours protected
God of Justice, Protector of the
vulnerable,
May we be your well-washed
hands and willing feet
Move us to give and act,
to challenge the injustices that
anger You
May we seek to protect all Your
family,
Particularly those for whom the
vaccine is out of reach
With hope and trust we pray,
Amen
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